August 18, 2022
Hello dear friends,
I have not cracked up, but it is time to duck out of here and head south.
There is still some time, but the middle of September is coming faster
than a duck can fly.
Goals for this trip are somewhat like other trips.

1. We have finished reordering the JOHN video in Chimane. We need
to go over all the audio clips that are in the video for clarity of
speech.
2. We are nearly finished with the JOHN video in Ayore. We also
need to do an audio check of this video. There are three episodes
in these films including over 800 audio clips with various speakers.
This film is nearly 2 hours long.

3. We have over 100 4g flash drives to load and get out to the people
who can use them.
4. We have several solar powered radios out among the people
which use these 4g flash drives. These flash drives contain Bible
programs, videos, and songs in the language of the people.

5. A huge goal for this trip is to proceed with a project for a
conference center.
Why a conference center? Not all Chimanes can reach one location for
further Bible training and view these videos that have been produced.
This is a very exciting project, and we pray it will happen soon. By faith
we sent a crew out to the woods to cut posts for the building. There is
always a first step!

Prayer requests:
1. Safe travels
2. For good reviews of these films. Now is the time to find any mistakes
and redoes before the final copy is made.
3. We do need your prayers and financial help for this trip, travel has
gone up a lot these days.

4. Please pray for plans for this new conference center, it will be a huge
blessing to meet in one building instead of a few in a house or outside
under a tree.
If you would like to help us financially, please go to our website and
donate under JOHN Video Project.
https://ethnos360.org/projects/john-video-translation-and-dubbing

Proverbs 16:3 – “Commit thy works unto the Lord and thy thoughts
shall be established.”
God bless you all. We press on to help those in isolated areas of the
world.
Bruce and Jan Johnson

